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ABSTRACT
Default user detection plays one of the backbones in credit risk forecasting and management. It aims at, given a set of corresponding features, e.g., patterns extracted from trading behaviors, predicting the polarity indicating whether a user will fail to make required payments in the future. Recent efforts attempted to incorporate attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN) for extracting complex interactive features of users and achieved remarkable success on discovering specific default users such as fraud, cash-out users, etc. In this paper, we consider default users, a more general concept in credit risk, and propose a multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network based approach coined MAHINDER to remedy the special challenges. First, multiple views of user behaviors are adopted to learn personal profile due to the endogenous aspect of financial default. Second, local behavioral patterns are specifically modeled since financial default is adversarial and accumulated. With the real datasets contained 1.38 million users on Alibaba platform, we investigate the effectiveness of MAHINDER, and the experimental results exhibit the proposed approach is able to improve AUC over 2.8% and Recall@Precision=0.1 over 13.1% compared with the state-of-the-art methods. Meanwhile, MAHINDER has as good interpretability as tree-based methods like GBDT, which buoy the deployment in online platforms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the globalization of the digital economy, internet financial institutions are incessant to gather. WeChat Pay, as one of the biggest mobile payment platforms, announced it has more than 1 billion daily active personal users in February 2019. Its Chinese competitor Alipay also claimed to have surpassed the 1 billion mark this year. These platforms are meanwhile serving millions of enterprise users. Such a huge number of active users facilitates the emergence of online credit payment services produced by these platforms. That is, users are able to sign an electronic contract with a platform and choose to pay by their credit pledges. The credit pledge will be cleared after the user repays the money within the time stipulated in the contract.

Analogous to traditional credit card services in commercial banks, default user detection [12, 13, 19, 22–24, 32, 35] is at the heart of risk forecasting and management for online credit payment services. The purpose of default user detection is to predict whether a user will fail to make required payments in the future. Hence this problem is generally formulated as a binary classification problem, and a classifier such as tree-based model or neural
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network is trained by feeding user-related features through cumbersome feature engineering. Conventional approaches may extract user-related features from various aspects, e.g., user profiles [13], personal credit history [35], trading transactions [2, 3, 24], and social activities [19], etc.

Recently, a few research efforts exploiting the interactive relations between users have been shown effective on detecting specific anomalies (e.g., fraud, cash-out, malicious users) over financial behaviors [13, 19, 32]. In these works, transactions are modeled in an attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN) where users, merchants, and etc. are treated as nodes in the network. For example, Figure 1 illustrates a toy example of AHIN schema in which users and merchants are denoted by different types of nodes. These nodes have various interactions, such as trading and fund transfer, which are represented as links in the network. Meanwhile, the nodes may have additional attributes for users, e.g., age, gender, etc. Then the default user detection can be formulated as a node classification problem on AHIN. Under such setting, besides the traditional statistical features of a user (a node in the AHIN), more complex features could be extracted through its neighbors matched by pre-defined meta-paths (a relation sequence connecting two nodes) [13] or aggregation of node neighbors [32].

Despite the remarkable successes of existing researches on specific abnormal user detection, the more general financial default user detection on online credit payment service is still underexplored. The specialized challenges for this problem are summarized as follows.

- **Endogeneity.** Financial default is not completely driven by objective factors. Users could be subjectively reluctant to afford when they raise the debt, which derives to the endogenous factors for the defaulters. However, capturing these endogenous aspects of default users is challenging and a more accurate user profile modeling approach is in urgent demand.
- **Adversary.** Some illegal economic activities such as cash-out are highly related to financial default [15]. The suspicious criminals may deliberately construct complex behaviors, e.g., transferring money among a lot of users and trying to make the fund transfer path as long as possible, to avoid regulation and gloss up the evidences. Hence, how to perceive fine-grained behavioral patterns is becoming an intractable problem.
- **Accumulation.** Meanwhile, not all the defaulters are malicious. For example, some enterprise defaulters may result from the vicious circle impacted by upstream or downstream enterprises. In another word, financial default has its accumulated and transitive features on local structures, which gives a natural motivation to exploit interactive relations among multiple users.

To remedy these challenges, we propose a novel approach coined MAHINDER (Multi-view Attributed Heterogeneous Information Network based financial DEfault userR detection) in this paper.

First, for better user profile modeling to the prediction task, multiple user relationships are simultaneously utilized, and they constitute a multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network (MAHIN for short). Figure 2 exhibits an example of the MAHIN in our considered scenarios. In this figure, besides containing different types of nodes, the MAHIN covers different kinds of user relationships, i.e., social view denoting social connections, fund view describing trading and fund transfer behaviors, and device view presenting user-device login operations. Meanwhile, both nodes and links in MAHIN may have attributes such as "age" and "asset" for node "Tom" and "time" and "amount" for link "trade". We define meta-paths on these views to extract interactive features of users. Different meta-paths might have distinct weights to decide personalized characteristics. Hence an attention mechanism is adopted to de-emphasize irrelevant views during training, further improving user profile modeling.

Second, to mine fine-grained behavioral patterns, MAHINDER carefully takes the local structures of assigned meta-paths into account and devises a meta-path based path encoder to encode attributes on both nodes and links. This component integrates two LSTM variants to model node and link sequences consisting of their respective attributes, and the hidden representations are distilled by attribute attentions on both node and link levels. Through this way, fine-grained behavioral patterns on both levels could be simultaneously extracted. Finally, all the features are aggregated together and a softmax classifier is trained to identify defaulters.

The contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
• We are the very first attempt to consider financial default user detection over online credit payment service, which is crucial for risk forecasting and management in internet financial institutions.

• We formulate the problem as a node classification problem over multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network and propose a novel model MAHINDER to solve it. This method employs meta-path over different views to thoroughly model user profile and devises a meta-path based path encoder to capture local structural patterns on both nodes and links. Attention mechanisms are adopted on node, link and meta-path levels to automatically learn the importance of attributes and data views.

• Experiments on a real-world dataset from Alibaba demonstrates the effectiveness of MAHINDER. It can not only outperform the compared state-of-the-art approaches but also have as good interpretability as tree-based methods.

The remainder of the this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related researches in the literature. Section 3 introduces definitions and the problem statement of this paper. Section 4 details the proposed MAHINDER approach. Section 5 illustrates the experiments and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we will review the related studies from two aspects, namely financial defaulter detection and heterogeneous information network.

2.1 Financial Defaulter Detection

Default user detection is at the heart of credit risk forecasting and management for traditional credit card services in commercial banks and emerging online credit payment services. Extensive literature from economic and data mining fields have been studied on specific types of default, such as fraud [12, 22–24, 32], cash-out [13, 18, 39], and malicious [19], etc.

Conventional methods regard each user as an individual and extract statistical features from different aspects like user profiles and historical behaviors, and detect specific default by supervised learning approaches like logistic regression, support vector machines, tree-based methods or neural networks [4, 22, 23, 35, 39]. For instance, Bhattacharyya et al. [4] analyzed various aspects of user attributes elaborately such as categorical attributes, transaction types, etc., and derived 16 important attributes (e.g., average amount over 3 months, total number of transactions with the same merchant during last month, etc.) to evaluate logistic regression, support vector machines and random forests for fraud detection. Zhang et al. [39] collected more than 5000 original features from four different aspects, namely the seller features, the buyer features, the transaction features and the historical features, and used distributed deep forest model on an extra-large scale dataset with more than 100 millions of training samples to automatically detect cash-out users.

Users may have rich interactions with each other in financial scenarios. A few of recent works start to utilize the graph-based methods to model complex interactive patterns of users [13, 18, 19, 32]. For example, Li et al. [18] investigated the detection of fraudulent cash-out by building a semi-supervised learning algorithm that automatically tunes the prior and parameters in Markov Random Field while inferring labels for every node in the graph. Liu et al. [19] proposed a graph neural network to learn discriminative embeddings from heterogeneous account-device graphs based on two fundamental weaknesses of attackers (i.e., device aggregation and activity aggregation) for malicious account detection. For the heterogeneous graph consisting of various types of nodes, they proposed an attention mechanism to learn the importance of different types of nodes, while using the sum operator for modeling the aggregation patterns of nodes in each type. Hu et al. [13] proposed a meta-path based graph embedding method for user cash-out prediction via employing meta-path based neighbors to exploit user attributes and structural information. While in this work, we consider a more general scenario for defaulter detection in online credit payment service. Multiple views of user interactive behaviors are modeled as a multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network. A meta-path based path encoder is devised to learn both node and link attributes as user preference representations, and attention mechanisms are adopted on both attribute and view levels, which makes our work distinct to the existing ones.

2.2 Heterogeneous Information Network

In the past couple of years, many works have been devoted to mining heterogeneous information network [26] for different applications such as classification [14, 40], clustering [29], recommendation [36, 38], and anomaly detection [19]. Li et al. [17] firstly considered attributes of nodes and extended HIN to attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN) to enrich node information, which further emerges subsequent researches over AHIN. For example, Li et al. [17] proposed a dynamic AHIN embedding framework to support downstream machine learning tasks. Hu et al. [13] proposed to detect cash-out users as a node classification problem in AHIN. While in this work, we aim to detect default users based on multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network, which has not been explored before.

Meta-path, a relation sequence connecting two nodes, is widely explored in mining HIN. To name some, Sun et al. [28] first proposed the concept of meta-path in HIN and PathSim was used to evaluate the similarity of same-typed nodes based on symmetric paths. After that, many research works [11, 34] extended PathSim by incorporating richer information such as transitive similarity, temporal dynamics and supportive attributes. Meng et al. [20] studied how to discover meta-paths automatically and investigated how to generate meta-paths that can best explain the relationship between these node pairs.

Meta-paths have also been used for node embeddings in HIN. It aims at learning a low-dimensional and dense representation for nodes in HIN. Metapath2vec [6] formalized meta-path based random walks to construct the heterogeneous neighborhood of a node and then leveraged a heterogeneous skip-gram model to perform node embeddings. HIN2Vec [8] carried out multiple prediction training tasks jointly based on a target set of relationships to learn latent vectors of nodes and meta-paths in the HIN.

With the advancement of deep learning, graph neural network [10, 16, 30] has gained a lot of attention, and many methods [33, 37]
based on graph neural network for HIN have also been developed. For instance, HetGNN [37] is a heterogeneous graph neural network model and is able to capture both structure and content heterogeneity. HAN [33] proposed both node-level and semantic-level attentions to learn the importance of nodes and meta-paths.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we present the problem statement for financial defaulter detection. Prior to that, we overview several concepts which are helpful for problem statement.

Definition 1. View-specific Network. Given a user relationship \( u \) as a view, a view-specific network is denoted as \( G^u = (V^u, E^u, X_{V^u}, X_{E^u}) \). Here, \( V^u = U \cup S^u \) where \( U \) is the users set we need to classify, \( S^u \) and \( E^u \) denote view-specific nodes and links, respectively. \( X_{V^u} \in \mathbb{R}^{|V^u| \times d_1} \) and \( X_{E^u} \in \mathbb{R}^{|E^u| \times d_2} \) are respective attribute matrix for nodes and links in \( G^u \), where \( d_1, d_2 \) indicate the dimensions of attributes, respectively.

For example, as shown in Figure 2, if \( U = \{ Bob, Tom \} \) and considering the social-specific network, \( S_{social} \) should be the social-related user set of \( U \), i.e., \( S_{social} = \{ Mike, Lily, Mary, Merchant1 \} \), and \( E_{social} \) is their relations set, i.e., \( E_{social} = \{ Bob \xrightarrow{friend} Mike, Mary, Bob \xrightarrow{friend} Merchant1 \} \). The attributes for the node Tom, e.g., “Age”, “Gender” and etc, are stored in \( X_{social} \).

With the concept of view-specific network, we further extend it to multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network to integrate richer information about the relations of nodes and links.

Definition 2. Multi-view Attributed Heterogeneous Information Network. A multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network (MAHIN), denoted as \( G = (V, E, X_V, X_E) \), consists of an \( m \)-views node set \( V = U \cup S^1 \cup \cdots \cup S^m \) with an attribute information matrix \( X_V \in \mathbb{R}^{|V| \times d_1} \) and the corresponding link set \( E = E^1 \cup \cdots \cup E^m \) with an attribute information matrix \( X_E \in \mathbb{R}^{|E| \times d_2} \). An MAHIN is also associated with a node type mapping function \( \phi : V \rightarrow \mathcal{A} \) and a link type mapping function \( \psi : E \rightarrow \mathcal{R} \). \( \mathcal{A} \) and \( \mathcal{R} \) denote the sets of predefined node types and link types, where \(|\mathcal{A}| \geq 2 |\mathcal{R}| \).

For example, Figure 2 exhibits an example MAHIN with 3 views, namely social, device, and fund view with corresponding attributes over nodes and links. It is worth noting that the concept of AHIN is a special case of our definition, which only considers individual view and the attribute information of nodes.

In MAHIN, the concept of meta-path [27] is utilized to model the interaction between two nodes. That is, two nodes can be connected via various different semantic paths, which are called meta-paths.

Definition 3. Meta-path. A meta-path \( \mathcal{P} \) is denoted as a path in the form of \( A_1 \xrightarrow{R_1} A_2 \xrightarrow{R_2} \cdots \xrightarrow{R_l} A_{l+1} \), which describes a composite relation \( R = R_1 \circ R_2 \circ \cdots \circ R_l \) between nodes \( A_1 \) and \( A_{l+1} \), where \( \circ \) denotes the composition operator on relations. We further denote the node sequence of \( \mathcal{P} \), i.e. \( A_1 \rightarrow A_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow A_{l+1} \), as the node sub-path, which is denoted as \( \mathcal{P}^o \), and the link sequence of \( \mathcal{P} \), i.e. \( R_1 \rightarrow R_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow R_l \), as the link sub-path, denoted as \( \mathcal{P}^l \).

For example, if meta-path \( \mathcal{P} \) is \( User \xrightarrow{fund} User \xrightarrow{social} User \), a path matched based on it could be \( Bob \xrightarrow{trade} Merchant1 \xrightarrow{family} Tom \) as the MAHIN shown in Figure 2. The node sub-path is then \( Bob \rightarrow Merchant1 \rightarrow Tom \) and the corresponding link sub-path is \( trade \rightarrow family \).

Finally we present the problem statement of financial defaulter detection with the concepts mentioned above.

Problem Statement of Financial Defaulter Detection. Given an MAHIN \( G = (V, E, X_V, X_E) \) consisting of \( m \) specific views, our purpose is to detect defaulters from the target user set \( U \subset V \). We assign a label \( y_u \in \{0, 1\} \) on each user \( u \in U \) to indicate whether he/she is a defaulter or not. Hence, given the MAHIN \( G = (V, E, X_V, X_E) \) and the training set \( D = \{(u, y_u)\} \), our financial defaulter detection problem is to predict the default probability \( p_v \) of user \( v \) in the testing set.

4 THE MAHINDER MODEL

In this section, we present the proposed MAHINDER model. Firstly, meta-paths across different views are collected to describe multi-aspects of structural information in MAHIN. Then, we devise a novel neural component to capture interactions among nodes and links by encoding their corresponding attributes. Furthermore, considering that different nodes, links and meta-paths may have different importance, a series of attention mechanisms are designed to model user preferences towards them. The overall architecture of the proposed model is shown as Figure 3.

4.1 Meta-path on MAHIN

In this subsection, we introduce the meta-paths used in our model. To better motivate these meta-paths, we first demonstrate some statistical analysis on the three different views (i.e., social, device, and fund view) of our experimental dataset in this paper. The results are shown as Figure 4. For each view, we count the number of neighbors who are defaulters (called default neighbor), and divide all users into three distinct groups with respect to the number of their default neighbors (shown #Default Neighbors in Figure 4). Figure 4 (a) demonstrates the probability of defaulters in each group. The lifting percentages of probability of default in different user groups against users without any default neighbor (i.e., #Default Neighbors=0) are presented in Figure 4 (b). Furthermore, for social view, the probability of defaulters for different relations when #Default Neighbors=0 is illustrated as Figure 4 (c). From these three figures, we have the following observations.

1. Macroscopically, different views have different impacts on users, yielding different probability of defaulters and lifting percentages within the same group as shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). It inspires us that different views may have different importance on users, and cross-view meta-paths might be more effective for extracting informative features for users since they integrate multi-view of data simultaneously.

2. Microscopically, as shown in Figure 4 (c), we observe that different types of relations also have different impacts. It implies that links may play a quite important role but used to be ignored inadvertently. Combined with the adversarial scenario, it urges us...
to elaborate the modeling of links and collect deeper/higher-order paths of nodes and links rather than only the first-orders.

Inspired by the observations above, we collect paths of nodes and links for a user based on pre-defined meta-paths which are discriminative on detecting financial defaulters, as follows.

(1) intra-view meta-paths:
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{UsU: User} & \quad \text{User} \\
\text{UdU: User} & \quad \text{User} \\
\text{UFU: User} & \quad \text{User} \\
\text{UsUsU: User} & \quad \text{User} \\
\text{UfUsU: User} & \quad \text{User} \\
\text{UfUsUfU: User} & \quad \text{User}
\end{align*} \]

(2) cross-view meta-paths:
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{UdUsU: User} & \quad \text{User} \\
\text{UfUsU: User} & \quad \text{User} \\
\text{UfUsUfU: User} & \quad \text{User}
\end{align*} \]

These meta-paths are devised from the perspective of financial default detection and can reflect some typical default phenomena. For example, fraud users may register many accounts via social-related ID cards and login them on limited devices, which combines the social and device relationships and derives the meta-path “UdUsU”. Cash-out users may transfer money among a lot of nodes and try to make the fund path as deep as possible, which derives meta-paths like “UfUsU” and “UfUsUfU”, etc. Among the devised meta-paths, the first five meta-paths model the respective relations among distinct views, and the rests are cross-view paths that integrate different relations among distinct views.

Path instances on MAHIN are sampled according the defined meta-paths as the user features. All the paths start from the target users we need to classify. In another word, the first node of a sampled path is the target user. For each meta-path \( \mathcal{P} \), a frequency threshold \( \theta^\mathcal{P} \) is specified to restrict the quantity of sampled paths for one user, which is set to 100 in our implementation.

4.2 Meta-path Based Path Encoder

Unlike existing methods [13, 33] that incorporate meta-path aggregated neighbors as node features, our MAHINDER elaborately models both the node sub-path and the link sub-path by an LSTM-based path encoder. The encoder reflects both the independence and dependence of the two aspects in a simple yet effective manner.

The encoder models dual sequences namely the node sub-path and the link sub-path. A single neural unit in our path encoder is denoted as \( \Psi \), which is shown as Figure 3 (a). Two hidden vectors \( h_t^{\mathcal{P}} \in \mathbb{R}^d, h_{t-1}^{\mathcal{P}} \in \mathbb{R}^d \) from node sequence and link sequence, and an input vector \( x_t \) (the attributed representations of a node or a link, which are jointly learnt with the model) are fed into \( \Psi \) at each time step \( t \). It is shown in Figure 3 (a) is a concatenation which is defined as
\[ h_{t-1}^{\mathcal{P}} = [\alpha h_{t-1}^o; (1 - \alpha) h_{t-1}^l] \] (1)
where \( \alpha \) is a coefficient, which can be manually set up or automatically trained, to control the importance of the two hidden inputs, and \( h_{t-1}^o \in \mathbb{R}^d, h_{t-1}^l \in \mathbb{R}^d \). The module \( f \) in our neural unit shown in Figure 3 (a) is defined as
\[ h_{t-1} = \sigma(W_\phi h_{t-1} + b_\phi) \] (2)
where \( \sigma \) is the element-wise sigmoid activation function, \( W_\phi \) is the weight parameter, \( b_\phi \) is the bias term. \( h_{t-1} \) and \( x_t \) are fed into vanilla LSTM unit to generate hidden vector \( h_t \).

Intuitively, not all the nodes/links of a path have the same importance. We thus adopt attention mechanisms to capture user preferences towards nodes/links. Specifically, we define the node attention mechanism to merge \( h_1^o, h_2^o, \cdots, h_L^o \) into a distilled representation as follows, where \( L \) is the path length.
\[ z_t^o = \tanh(W_h h_t^o) \] (3)
\[ a_t^o = \frac{\exp(q_{a}^T z_t^o)}{\sum_{j=1}^{L} \exp(q_{a}^T z_j^o)} \] (4)
\[ \nu_t^o = \sum_{i=1}^{L} a_t^o h_i^o \] (5)

Figure 3: The architecture of the proposed MAHINDER.
where $W_a$ is a trainable weight matrix, $q_a$ is a random initialized vector and $a^p$ is the attention weights over nodes. $v^p$ is the distilled representation of the node sub-path.

The distilled representation of the link sub-path $v^l$ can be obtained in a very similar way, and we thus omit the details. The final output by a path encoder is the concatenated vector of $v^p$ and $v^l$, denoted as $v$, which is continuously utilized by the subsequent computations.

### 4.3 Modeling Importance of Views

Recall that we sample at most $\theta^P$ for each pre-defined meta-path $P$. Hence we can obtain $\theta^P$ distilled representations of sampled paths. We aggregate them by an average pooling and derive an overall representation for meta-path $P$, denoted as $v^P$. Such representation encodes specific features of users from corresponding meta-paths.

Different kind of users (such as fraud user, cash-out user, etc.) are likely to have diverse preferences over meta-paths from multiple views. We thus devise a meta-path attention mechanism to capture user preferences towards meta-paths.

In more detail, we define the preliminary attention mechanism to merge all representations of meta-paths $v_1^P, v_2^P, \cdots, v_n^P$ into a distilled representation as follows.

$$z_i^p = \tanh(W_{z}^P v_i^P)$$

$$a_i^p = \frac{\exp(q_{a}^T z_i^p)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \exp(q_{a}^T z_j^p)}$$

$$e_p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i^p v_i^P$$

where $W_z$ is a trainable weight matrix, $q_a$ is a random initialized vector and $a^p$ denote the attention weights over different meta-paths. The output vector $e_p$ is the final user representation generated by MAHINDER, and it will be used by the classifier for prediction.

### 4.4 Model Training

After modeling the complex interactions above, the obtained final representation $e_u$ is fed into multiple fully connected neural networks and a regression layer with a sigmoid unit, as follows:

$$z_u = \text{ReLU}(W_L \cdots \text{ReLU}(W_1 e_u + b_1) + b_L)$$

where $W_s$ and $b_s$ respectively denote the weight matrix and the bias vector for each layer, $\text{ReLU}()$ is the element-wise rectified linear unit function [21], and $w_p$ and $b_p$ are the weight vector and the bias, respectively. Here $p_u$ is the predicted default probability of user $u$.

Finally, our model is trained with cross entropy loss with regularization. The loss function is defined as

$$L(\Theta) = \sum_{(u, y_u) \in D} \left(y_u \log(p_u) + (1 - y_u) \log(1 - p_u) + \lambda \|\Theta\|_2^2 \right)$$

where $y_u$ is the ground truth, $\Theta$ is the parameter set of the proposed model, and $\lambda$ is the regularizer parameter.

### 4.5 Discussion

In this subsection, we discuss the advantages of MAHINDER compared with the recent alternatives and discuss the scalability of our method.

The proposed MAHINDER is a flexible framework to leverage rich attribute and structural information over multi-view heterogeneous information network. Unlike existing methods [13, 33] which only consider meta-path based neighbors as the user context, our approach adopts meta-path based path encoder to model interactive behaviors among the target user to its first-order and high-order neighbors. As a result, not only neighbors’ profile but also the relationships to the target user are simultaneously considered in our method. Meanwhile, our adopted meta-paths may either be within the same view or cross different views since defaulters may have various complex reasons failing to pay the payments. However, most of existing works on specific default detection merely take meta-path within the same view even though the data simultaneously contains multiple views.

Besides, compared to traditional network embedding methods [5, 31] which represent nodes via simple adjacency matrix, our method is also more suitable for large-scale networks, benefited from reducing the dimension of original input from $O(|V|) \to O(D)$, where $|V|$ is the total number of nodes in network and $D$ is the feature dimension after discretization for each user ($D \ll |V|$). Additionally, for a cold-start user which never appears in training set, the proposed model can efficiently learn the representation through
his/her meta-path based paths in networks when he/she has some links in the network.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed model. We conduct extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world dataset. First, we verify the prediction accuracy on detecting defaulters from the dataset. Next, we perform ablation test to demonstrate the effectiveness of every component in our model. Then we look closer to the data and demonstrate the interpretability of our method by case studies.

5.1 Dataset

We collect a real-world dataset from an online credit payment service provided by Alibaba Group. It contains 1.38 million users (ranging from 2019/01/01 to 2019/03/31) for training and 0.51 million users (ranging from 2019/05/01 to 2019/05/31) for testing, chronologically. In the testing set, there are 20.58% unseen target users. According to the general definition in financial area, we define the positive samples as users who default within one month and the negative samples as users who do not default within one month. It is noteworthy that the time interval between training and testing set should not be less than one month since we need the data in the next month when defining the label. The positive rate is around 0.5% in the dataset. The data statistical information is exhibited in Table 1.

Table 1: The statistical information of dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#Positive</th>
<th>#Negative</th>
<th>#Total</th>
<th>#Positive Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>6,950</td>
<td>1,374,355</td>
<td>1,381,305</td>
<td>0.503%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>2,522</td>
<td>511,116</td>
<td>513,638</td>
<td>0.491%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the dataset, we construct a multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network under the premise of complying with security and privacy policies. Three views are adopted here, namely social view, fund view and device view, as shown in the MAHINDER example in Figure 2. The MAHINDER altogether contains 14.98 million nodes (four different types) and 168.86 million links (six different types composed of the relationships from the three views). For attributes of nodes and links, we collect 100 attributes for each user (node), such as user profile, credit information, purchasing behaviors, and asset information, etc. For each relation (link), we construct 45 attributes such as link type (e.g., family, trade, login, etc.), first/last related time, amount, interaction frequency, etc. Table 2 exhibits the corresponding statistical information.

5.2 Compared Methods

We compare with several state-of-the-art and representative methods including tree-based methods and (A)HIN embedding methods to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. Two kinds of strategies are applied to HIN embedding based baselines for fair comparisons. In the first strategy, the interactive features of a target user is obtained by the meta-path defined in [13], which is to extract meta-path based neighbors by first-order proximity. The second strategy is to extract interactive features of a target user following the meta-paths defined in our paper. Hence high-order proximity of users are considered in this strategy. However, since the baselines could not model the attributes on links, we still use the meta-path based neighbors to aggregate features of a target user’s neighbors.

- **GBDT** [7]: a scalable tree-based model for feature learning and classification task, and widely used in various areas.
- **DeepForest** [39, 42]: a deep model based on decision trees holding three characteristics, i.e., layer-by-layer processing, in-model feature transformation and sufficient model complexity. We feed only attribute features of a target user into the tree-based methods, i.e., GBDT and DeepForest.
- **HAN** [33]: a semi-supervised graph neural network which employs node-level attention and semantic-level attention simultaneously. We use HAN to denote the variant implementation of the first strategy mentioned above, and HAN_{S2} denotes the second.
- **HACUD** [13]: a heterogeneous network method which employs meta-path based neighbors to exploit structural information, feature and path attentions to learn the importance of attributes and meta-paths. We use HACUD to denote its original model presented in their paper, and HACUD_{S2} for its variant that adopts the second strategy mentioned above.
- **MAHINDER**: our proposed method. We also derive six variants of MAHINDER to comprehensively compare and analyze the performances of its each component. They are, MAHINDER_{S}, removing social view and its corresponding meta-paths.
- MAHINDER_{D}: removing device view and its corresponding meta-paths.
- MAHINDER_{F}: removing fund view and its corresponding meta-paths.
- MAHINDER_{L}: removing link information and its corresponding attention module, and only modeling the node sub-paths.
- MAHINDER_{ENATT}: removing node and link attention mechanisms in path encoder.
- MAHINDER_{MPATT}: removing attention mechanism modeling importance of views.

5.3 Implementation Details

We generate paths of nodes and links based on MaxCompute. It allows us to sample path length up to twenty and longer. We implement the proposed model based on TensorFlow [1]. We randomly initialize the model parameters with a Xavier initializer [9] and choose Adam [15] as the optimizer. During the training, the positive examples are upscaled to keep the positive rate at around 10% in our dataset. Moreover, we set the batch size to 512, the learning rate to 0.01 and set the regularization parameter \( \lambda = 0.01 \) to prevent overfitting. For the other comparison methods, we optimize their parameters according to their papers. Moreover, for all compared methods, we implement them on parameter server based distributed learning systems [41] for scaling up to large-scale datasets. Five-run-average values on testing dataset are reported.

---

4https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/maxcompute
Table 2: The statistical information of our MAHIN in the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>User/Merchant/Phone/Computer</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Family/Friend/Workmate/Trade/Transfer/Login</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performances of different methods on the dataset. The subscripts indicate the increasing value compared to GBDT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>GBDT</th>
<th>DeepForest</th>
<th>HAN</th>
<th>HACUD</th>
<th>HANS2</th>
<th>HACUDS2</th>
<th>MAHINDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.891/0.080</td>
<td>0.914/0.023</td>
<td>0.920/0.029</td>
<td>0.925/0.034</td>
<td>0.927/0.036</td>
<td>0.930/0.039</td>
<td>0.953/0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R@P0.1</td>
<td>0.403/0.000</td>
<td>0.411/0.008</td>
<td>0.424/0.021</td>
<td>0.433/0.030</td>
<td>0.456/0.053</td>
<td>0.490/0.087</td>
<td>0.564/0.161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Metrics

We use two widely adopted metrics to measure the performance of financial defaulter detection, namely AUC and R@P0.1.

The first metric AUC is the area under the ROC Curve and is defined as:

$$AUC = \frac{\sum_{u \in U^+} rank_u - |U^+| \times (|U^+| + 1)}{|U^+| \times |U^-|}$$ (12)

Here, $U^+$ and $U^-$ denote the positive and negative set in the testing set, respectively. And $rank_u$ indicates the rank of user $u$ via the score of prediction.

The second metric R@P0.1 means the Recall when the Precision equals 0.1. In our dataset, we set N=10. Since the positive rate in credit payment services is low in general (about 0.5% in our dataset), this metric that lifts 20 times in our dataset (10% vs 0.5%) indicates the ability to detect top-ranked positive samples and balance the impact on the real-world business system.

The higher AUC and R@P0.1 indicate the higher performance of the approaches.

5.5 Main Results

Table 3 demonstrates the main results of all compared methods on the dataset. The major findings from the experimental results can be summarized as follows:

1. We can clearly observe that our model MAHINDER outperforms all the baselines by a large margin. Its AUC, with reported value of 0.953, is at least 4% higher than the tree-based methods, and R@P0.1 gets 15% higher at the same time. Furthermore, MAHINDER is more advanced than the state-of-the-art heterogeneous network methods, i.e., HAN and HACUD, with about 2.8% increased AUC and 13.1% increased R@P0.1, respectively. That is, the usage of MAHIN and the further exploring on the local behavioral patterns make it more superior to the competitors. Besides, the obvious improvement of R@P0.1 indicates that the model can detect more top-ranked default users under the same precision. This is critical to the real-world system when leveraging the business effect and interception rate.

2. For baselines, DeepForest gets better performances than GBDT among the tree-based methods. It achieves better AUC and R@P0.1 via deeper modeling the user attributes. Moreover, it can be further seen that HIN embedding methods, e.g., HAN and HACUD, are more effective than tree-based methods due to taking advantage of structural information. AUC is increased by more than 1% and R@P0.1 is improved by 4.5%. In addition, we observe that the performances of HAN and HACUD could be further improved by feeding our proposed multi-views information. Both HANS2 and HACUDS2 outperform their original models. These observations demonstrate that it is effective to model attributes and structural information based on multiple views simultaneously.

3. For the unseen target users in the testing set, AUC and R@P0.1 are 0.949 and 0.562, respectively, which are close to the overall performance. It demonstrates that our model can efficiently learn newcomers’ representation.

![Figure 5: The average attention values of meta-paths corresponding to multiple views.](image-url)
have positive effects especially under the adversarial features of the malicious defaults.

5.7 Ablation Test

Furthermore, we perform the ablation test for our MAHINDER, and the results are shown in Table 4.

5.7.1 The effects of views. Firstly, we demonstrate the effectiveness of different views by removing the corresponding view information (i.e., removing the corresponding meta-paths) respectively. Compared to the second to the fourth columns with the last column in Table 4, we can clearly see that both AUC and R@P0.1 get worse by removing any view-specific information. It is the worst by removing social view, which means social view has more significant impact on detecting defaulter in our dataset. The results reflect the importance of macroscopically modeling multiple views as well, since every view has a positive contribution for our task.

5.7.2 The effects of fine-grained behavior modeling. Next, to further verify the importance of local behaviors modeling and attention mechanisms applied on path encoder and meta-paths, we take a comparison with our approach and its three variants, as shown in Table 4. The first variant MAHINDER_{L} removes the links and their associated operations. We could clearly observe that MAHINDER_{L} performs worse than our full model, which illustrates the links are useful. Meanwhile, its decreasing values (v.s. MAHINDER) reflect that link patterns play a significant role in default user detection. However, MAHINDER_{L} still gets a performance of 0.936 on AUC and 0.525 on R@P_{0.1} and clearly outperforms HAN and HACUD, which indicates the effectiveness of the path encoder and multi-view meta-paths.

The second variant is to remove the attention mechanism in path encoder module, namely MAHINDER_{EnAtt}. The results show that it performs worse (AUC: 0.945, R@P_{0.1}: 0.543) than MAHINDER, implying that different nodes/links of a path have different importance for defaulter prediction. Furthermore, MAHINDER_{MpAtt}, the third variant that removes attention mechanism when modeling importance of views, also becomes worse. It proves that different views depict users’ preferences from different perspectives. More visual analysis will be detailed in next subsection. Besides, even though removing some important information or components, the variants are still better than most of the baselines. Again, our full system MAHINDER achieves the best performance by integrating the multiple views and modeling the local behavioral patterns elaborately. It demonstrates that sufficiently modeling these information could better reflect users’ features on default user prediction.

5.8 Visualization

We next look closer to the data and visualize the average attention values of three specific defaulter manually confirmed on the testing set (i.e., fraud users, cash-out users, and unintentional defaulters), as shown in Figure 7. For a clear visualization, we only plot 5 paths of a meta-path, resulting 40 of the horizontal axis length5. The vertical axis from the bottom to the top represents the direction of a path. A path example is shown in Figure 7 (a). For each path, the darker the color, the higher the attention weight.

5Note that the number of all the meta-paths used in this paper is eight.
Table 4: Performances of ablation test on the proposed MAHINDER method. The subscripts indicate the decreasing value compared to MAHINDER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>MAHINDER_{S}</th>
<th>MAHINDER_{D}</th>
<th>MAHINDER_{F}</th>
<th>MAHINDER_{L}</th>
<th>MAHINDER_{EnAtt}</th>
<th>MAHINDER_{MlpAtt}</th>
<th>MAHINDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.929 /−0.024</td>
<td>0.934 /−0.019</td>
<td>0.938 /−0.015</td>
<td>0.936 /−0.017</td>
<td>0.945 /−0.008</td>
<td>0.942 /−0.011</td>
<td>0.953 /0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R@P_0.1</td>
<td>0.487 /−0.077</td>
<td>0.510 /−0.054</td>
<td>0.521 /−0.043</td>
<td>0.525 /−0.039</td>
<td>0.543 /−0.021</td>
<td>0.536 /−0.028</td>
<td>0.564 /0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that different specific defaulters have different preferences. The fraud users have higher attention values on social and device views (e.g., UsU, UdU, etc.) and mainly pay close attention to first-order neighbors (e.g., device aggregation and activity aggregation mentioned in Section 2), while the cash-out users have higher attention values on fund and social views (e.g., UfUsU, UfUsUfU, etc.) and pay more attention to high-order links. We conjecture the possible reason for these phenomena is they try to make the fund transfer path deeper to avoid regulation and gloss up the evidences. Besides, the unintentional users exhibit totally different patterns that they have higher attention value on themselves (default due to their own reasons) and more uniform distribution of attention values on all views.

From the visualizations, we recognize that our MAHINDER has good interpretability on results. Recall that defaulter detection systems are usually deployed for financial-related applications. The interpretability of MAHINDER might buoy the deployment on online platform since it may facilitate the confidence of financial decision makers.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigated the study of default user detection on online payment service platforms. By elaborately analyzing the characteristics of financial defaulters on online payment service platforms, we propose a HIN based model MAHINDER to solve the problem. First, we consider multiple relationships of users on online payment service platforms and construct a multi-view attributed heterogeneous information network for better presenting user profiles. Then, both intra-view and cross-view meta-paths are utilized to capture users’ related interactive features. A meta-path based path encoder equipped with attention mechanisms is proposed to model the sampled paths in a fine-grained manner. Another attention layer over different meta-paths is used to screen unrelated views. Experiments on large-scale datasets demonstrate that MAHINDER is effective in detecting default user on the platforms and the interpretability of the model is helpful in inferring the default reasons.

Most existing meta-path based approaches for financial defaulter detection related researches are two-stage methods. That is, first extracting features based on pre-defined meta-paths and then designing node classification models by feeding these extracted features. In future, seeking an end-to-end trained financial defaulter detection model could be an interesting problem. Meanwhile, because of the complex reasons and characteristics for financial default, e.g., endogeny, adversary and accumulation, etc., designing interpretable models for this problem is also an interesting direction.
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